TAMÁS
ÉRDI
The brilliant sightless Hungarian concert pianist, Tamás Érdi -besides his
intense solo career- hosts an annual three week summer festival for the third
time in 2017. The hugely successful „Class on the beach” futures 35 classical
music open-air concerts on the shores of Lake Balaton and the Danube River in
Hungary, performed by world-famous musicians.
Tamás Érdi’s extraordinary career proves that the impossible is not necessary
unattainable.

In 2008, Tamás Érdi was awarded the Junior Prima Prize Award for talented individuals
under 30 and the Prima Primissma Prize award in 2010 - the most prestigious professional
recognition for Hungarian individuals by the privat sector. In 2014, he received Hungary’s
Order of Knight’s Cross. Érdi has made several successful recoedings including two
Mozart orchestral album, three piano solo albums covering works by Schubert, Chopin,
Bartók and Liszt and some DVDs recording entitled. Tamás and Friends from three continens featuring a live concert with his former American classmates and friends at the Béla
Bartók National Concert Hall of Palace of Art in Budapest.

“It is a bold young pianist indeed who makes his recording debut with the D-minor Concerto. He is automatically
going against the big ones: every pianist of the last century, it seems, has tackled it and a surprising number
of them have done it very well indeed. So was inclined to brush off an effort by a 20-year old pianist who was
born blind. I changed my mind in a hurry when I heard him play. He achieves a depth of feeling and a power
of expression for which the word ‘’remarkable’’ seems inadequate. He opens with power and depth, foretelling
what is to come. The slow movement sings with grace, power and depth… I would not discard Rudolf Serkin,
Clara Haskil, Ashkenazy, Uchida, or Kissin for this one, but this is one of the best of recent vintage... The cover
shows Erdi, who would ﬁt in easily on most college campuses, at the piano. He has given us a remarkable
debut disc, and I hope to hear more from him.”
THOMAS McCLAIN, AMERICAN RECORD GUIDE, 2000

Tamas ERDI made his recording debut two years ago on the same label… It elicited a rave rewiev from Thomas
McClain (May/June 2000) who, in describing the (then 20-year-old) pianist’s playing, went so far as to say that
“the word ‘ remarkable’ seems inadequate”. That’s very high praise indeed, but after listening to this release
I wholeheartedly agree. What makes Erdi’s achievement all the more remarkable is the fact that he was born
blind. Mr McClain candidly confessed that he prompted him to approach the recong sceptically, and I did too.
But my doubts were quickly dispelled. This is absolutely splendid Mozart playing… Listening to this was a very
moving experience both musically and extra-musically. What impressed me even more than the manifold beauties of the performances was the sheer palpable joy in music-making communicated by this blind artist. We
have all known people whose physical disability slowly reduced them to inactivity, self-pity, and bitterness. Like
its predecessor, this stands as a permanent reminder that such despair can be combated and transcended. As
such, it is a testimony to the courage and resiliency of the human spirit.”
JOHN BEVERSLUIS, AMERICAN RECORD GUIDE, 2001

Pianist TAMÁS ÉRDI and his excellent instructors apply a unique method to reinterpret the
pieces he plays, proving that music works wonders, and Érdi’s blindness is able to defeat
the impossible. As a teenager, Érdi won the Louis Braille piano contest in Moscow. Then,
few years later, he appeared at a ﬁve-piano contest in Salt Lake City and won that, too.
After two years of study at the Music Academy of Vienna, Érdi was admitted to the Toronto
Royal Conservatory, where he earned his artist’s degree as Leon Fleisher’s student. In the
meantime, while still a teenager, two of his Mozart CDs were released in Budapest and in
Toronto a total of ﬁve times.
Érdi is a regularly appearing artist at the concerts attended by over 4000 people at the
landmark Chopin Statue in Poland.
“ Each of Tamás’ performances were spectacular…. In our opinion, not only is Tamás a virtuoso equipped with
exceptional talent, but he is also an unprecedentedly sensitive artist, who is capable of deeply and impeccably
grasping the intentions of composers representing any musical era or style. I sincerely believe that Tamás Érdi
has earned a long-term position in the front line of piano artists in the world.”
ANTONI GRUDZINSKI, Musicologist, President of Fryderyk Chopin Association, Warsaw 2009

Two of his major mentors, Zoltán Kocsis and Tamás Vásáry, have performed with Érdi at
countless concerts. In addition, they hosted Érdi’s 30th birthday concert, fully recorded on
DVD. As Zoltán Kocsis stated in his interview:
“Tamás touches piano keys with much more sensitivity than those who can see. I believe that in his play, in
certain dynamic domains, there is such sensitivity which is naturally not possible to reach for us. I dare say that
this ability could be measured by Chopin’s standards. It is no coincidence that Chopin is so close to him… And
it is not that there was no dramatic sentiment in his music, but by all means he opens up a new world, a new
dimension that no one has opened before. And Tamás can point out these peculiarities with incredible sensitivity.”
ZOLTÁN KOCSIS, PARLANDO, January 2010

Tamás has performed with the Toronto, Iceland and Sverdlovsk Symphony Orchestras,
the Vienna Mozart Orchestra, the Hungarian National Philharmonic Orchestra, the Hungarian Radio Orchestra, and Enescu Symphony Orchestra. He also appeared at Carnegie
Hall, and Lincoln Center, as well as at London’s Barbican, where he played with his mentor Tamás Vásáry performed Concert for Two Pianos by Mozart.
In addition he has collaboreted with world famous conductors including Tamás Vásáry,
Zoltán Kocsis, Uri Mayer, Yoav Talmi, Manuel Hernandez Sylva, Adam Medveczky, Gergely Madaras, Barry Wordsworth, Rico Saccani, He has performed in 27 countries.
‘Érdi released the duality of the theme of the piece with a fantastic performance. He illustrated the diverse
and intricate variations of Romanticism by sensitive, intimate and lyrical meditation. Not did at the same time,
his presentation neglect momentum or ecstasy.‘The life and adventures of a melody’, the subtitle critics gave
Liszt’s piano concerto, was interpreted by the artist with incredible feeling. He worked his way elegantly and
with an exceptional ease from virtuosity to the lyrical parts and vice versa. He kept the unique, intricate, powerful and emotionally intense composition in hand by the velvety touch of notes.As an encore, Tamás Érdi performed the Consolation in D-ﬂat minor in an overwhelming manner.’
CARINA BURA: ACTUALITATEA MUZICALĂ /Liszt: A major piano concerto with Enescu Filharmonic Orchestra Bucharest / 2012 February conductor: Josef I. Prunner

LINKS
http://tamaserdi.com/features-videos/
TAMÁS ÉRDI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Yqq5Ui_e6Q
Tamas Erdi /30
Birthday party
Mozart: Piano Concert in A-major K.488
Zoltán Kocsis and NFZ Chamber Orchestra

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmR1dcaa_0U
Tamas Erdi - Zoltan Kocsis play Schubert: Marche militare
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXCZasuJO24
Liszt: Piano Concerto in A major Nr.2
George Enescu Philharmonic Orchestra
conductor: Josif Ion Prunner
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4re7jgpxvo
Debussy Clair de Lune
Budpest MÜPA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asagHidxWkk
CHOPIN: Berceuse Op.57
air concert in Satu Mare
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